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button above and download the latest version of thisÂ .
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dodging targets. Every mechanic within the game is
driven with.Q: Chameleon Effect JavaFX Application I

want to move an image/group of images in java fx but am
having some trouble trying to achieve this. What I do

want is basically to be able to have the image or the group
be small and it will scale down or up to a size that is

initially set. My problem is that I want to be able to move
the image/group in the scene according to the amount of
space it has, so if I stretch an image I do not want it to

move up/down with it (if this is possible) Currently, what
I have is: public void setImageSize(Image image, double
width, double height) { double scale = (width - (double)
image.getWidth()) / (double) image.getWidth(); double

scaleY = (height - (double) image.getHeight()) / (double)
image.getHeight(); image.resizable(false, true);

image.resizable(true, false); image.resize(width * scale,
height * scaleY); } But when I use this method the image

will stay at its size with the moveable part being off
center. Is there a way to also make it move in the scene if
I scale down an image? A: I'm trying to understand what
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you want. With the current code, you are setting the size
of the image relative to the container of the image (the
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